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deeply. Field’s review thus serves to underscore how often Blake was a subject of discussion among members of the Wordsworth circle, and how much we owe to figures like Charles Lamb and Henry Crabb Robinson for helping to preserve the reputation of William Blake.
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In Robert Cromek’s 1808 edition of Robert Blair’s Grave, with designs by Blake, the name of “John Clerk, Esq.” appears in the list of sixteen Edinburgh subscribers to the volume.1 No Blake scholar has yet identified this intriguing figure, or discussed his wide influence in artistic, literary, and social circles. Perhaps none of Blake’s first readers were as paradoxical, irascible, immoral, or influential as John Clerk. Clerk (1757-1832) is now such a forgotten figure, however, that few if any modern readers will know of him.2 In his time, Clerk was famous as an Edinburgh lawyer and judge, and an art collector.

It was almost certainly Blake’s designs, rather than Blair’s poem, which led the 50-year-old lawyer to subscribe to The Grave. Clerk had studied as an artist in his youth. He had little interest in poetry, but for many years he continued to paint and draw in his spare moments. Several of his drawings appeared in the Scots Magazine, and elsewhere.3 Presumably Clerk found pleasure in Blake’s designs to The Grave; in any event, the book was still in his library when he died.4

With a personality like “crystallised vinegar,” Clerk was notorious for his atheism, self-righteousness, and “drollery”: “It was impossible that he could be wrong because he acknowledged no judge in heaven or earth but John Clerk.”5 Something of his legendary abrasiveness may be gauged from an episode involving his friend Henry Raeburn the painter, when they were both students:
Admittedly these details tell us nothing about William Blake. But they may help readers to appreciate the diversity of Blake’s original audience, and to perceive more fully the social context in which Blake sold his work. They may also counteract slightly the common assumption that Blake’s work received little attention in contemporary Scotland.
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